
 
Wallace and Grace 

 Mysteries series
by Heather Alexander

and Laura Zarrin

An utterly delightful owl duo put their heads together
to solve simple whodunit mysteries. In their first
adventure, Wallace and Grace meet a rabbit who is sure
he saw a ghost! Can Wallace and Grace solve this case?

Heidi Heckelbeck series
by Wanda Coven and

Priscilla Burris

After being homeschooled her whole life, Heidi
Heckelbeck enters a real school in second grade, where
she encounters a mean girl named Melanie who makes
her feel like an alien.

Layla and the Bots
series

by Vicky Fang and
Christine Nishiyama

Layla and her three Bots (Beep, Boop, and Bop) are in
an awesome rock band! They also use problem-solving
and creativity to build cool inventions. With full-color
artwork on every page and speech bubbles throughout,
this early chapter book series brings kid-friendly STEAM
topics to young readers!

Babymouse series
(graphic novels)

by Jennifer L. Holm
and Matthew Holm

Babymouse is a small, klutzy mouse with a very big
imagination. The series will follow Babymouse through
both ordinary pratfalls (“Typical!”) and extraordinary
flights of fancy.

The DATA Set series
by Ada Hopper

Danger! Action! Trouble! Adventure! Gabe, Laura, and
Cesar are the whiz kids of Newtonburg Elementary and
each specializes in their own subject. In fact, everyone
in town lovingly refers to them as the Data Set.
However, their quiet days of learning take a sudden
turn for the exciting when they meet a mad scientist
who throws the kids into a wild spiral of adventures.
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Gigi and Ojiji series

by Melissa Iwai

This series follows biracial 6-year-old Gigi as she learns
about her Japanese culture from her grandfather when
he comes to visit. Contains several Japanese words and
a glossary of definitions and pronunciations.

Fergus  and Zeke series
by Kate Messner and

Heather Ross

This series stars a loveable classroom mouse and his
streetwise buddy. Fergus the class pet stows away in a
backpack when the human kids in Miss Maxwell's
classroom leave for a field trip to the museum without
him.

Baloney and Friends
series

(graphic novels)
by Greg Pizzoli

Meet Baloney! He's the star of this book, along with his
best buddies: empathetic Peanut the horse, sensible
Bizz the bumblebee, and grumpy Krabbit—he'd rather
not be here, but what can you do? These four unlikely
friends support each other through their wacky
adventures.

El Toro and Friends
series

by 
Raúl the Third

An action-packed, graphic-novel-style early reader
series, revealing how El Toro and his fellow wrestlers
become master luchadores. El Toro and friends make a
great team! But that wasn't always the case. Pairing
Spanish phrases with plenty of humor, enjoy an action-
packed story with lots of laughs.

Mr. Putter and Tabby
series

by Cynthia Rylant and
Arthur Howard

Mr. Putter brings an old cat home from the animal
shelter to share his life with him. This series chronicles
the adventures of Mr. Putter, his fine cat, Tabby, their
neighbor, Mrs. Teaberry, and her good dog, Zeke.
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